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Listening and Viewing
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Listening and Viewing



Listening and Viewing

LISTENING 
SKILLS



Authentic Listening
Text Types

podcast, public announcement, 
school announcement

recorded message, weather 
forecast, traffic update, tourist 

information,
advertisement, short news item,
song, short story, instructions, 

radio programme, interview, 
speech, conversation, monologue, 

dialogue, debate…

Task Types

true / false, multiple choice, gap 
filling, lifting from text, drawing, 

labelling, grid filling, chart 
completion, matching, short 
answer questions, sentence 

completion, ticking, sequencing, 
listing…



ListeningSpeaking and Representing



Speaking and Representing

SPEAKING 
SKILLSMake predictions

Describe

Ask / answer questions

Speak clearly and 
fluently

Express own 
opinion Justify and 

explain 
statements

Take turns 

Pass on a message

Give directions / 
instructions

Contribute to 
discussions



Speaking and Representing
Task Types

interview, role play, 
discussion, conversation, 

information gap, storytelling, 
narration, description, asking 

questions, presentation, 
debate, explanation, 

instructions, directions, 
speech…

Prompts can be: 

• textual e.g. advert / note, 
• iconic e.g. graph / diagram, 
• pictorial e.g. photo / 

sequence of pictures



SR 6.8
I can participate in role-play by 
articulating clearly and demonstrating 
fluency.





SR 6.11
I can share my opinion with others 
because I understand that my opinions 
are important.



ListeningReading and Viewing



Reading and Viewing

READING SKILLSRead aloud confidently

Read silently for 
longer periods

Show understanding

Search online for 
information

Make assumptions 
about the text

Express opinions 
and give reasons

Use organisational 
features for 

comprehension

Expand 
vocabulary

Use reading 
strategies



Authentic Text Types

formal / informal letter and email, young 
adult fiction, newspaper article, 

magazine article, notice, advertisement, 
excerpt from a novel, biography, 

message, graph, meme, 
diagram, caption, TV schedule, manual, 

instructions…

Task Types

true / false, multiple choice, gap filling, 
lifting from text, drawing, labelling, grid 
filling, chart completion, matching, short 

answer questions, inferential open-
ended questions, sentence completion, 

ticking, identifying topic, sequencing, listing, 
information transfer...

Reading and Viewing



Who is the 
intended 

audience?

Do the images help the 
reader?
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What do learners need 
to know in order to 

access this text?

How can readers 
construct meaning 

from the 
infographic?



ListeningWriting and Representing



Writing and Representing

WRITING 
SKILLS

Use appropriate 
format and 
features.

Plan written work.

Revise and edit.

Use words for effect.

Use expressions. Write different 
genres.

Write for a different 
audience.

Write for a different 
purpose. 

Present ideas 
coherently and 

cohesively.



Text Types

email/letter, review of TV 
show, narrative/descriptive short story, 

diary entry, advert, instructions, 
directions, caption, table or chart, 
information text, poem, playscript, 

message, notice, article, menu, recipe, 
poster, postcard, identity kit, invitation…

Task Types
guided writing, shared writing, 

collaborative writing, paired writing, 
independent writing, free writing 

(journal)
Prompts can be:

drawings, photographs, maps, 
diagrams, tables, graphs, letters, 

emails, story title, word bank, 
messages, memos, advertisements, 

programmes/schedules, forms, 
excerpts, articles…

Writing and Representing



ListeningWriting Genres



Writing Functions
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G A P
You are on holiday in Rome.

Write an email to your friend

to tell him/her about your

experience.

Lexical Area: Cities and Landmarks



Literature



Literature

LITERATURERead / listen and show 
understanding.

Respond by speaking 
and writing.

Talk about how texts affect 
the reader.

Become familiar with 
some literary devices.

Become familiar with some 
literary elements.

Participate in 
activities based on 
poems/ stories and 

plays. 



Examples of literary and dramatic devices and elements

I can identify and respond to the use of 
literary devices and elements in literary 
texts.



Literary devices

alliteration free verse hyperbole idioms

metaphor onomatopoeia personification repetition

rhyme simile



Literary elements

characters climax conflict mood

narrator plot
point of 

view
resolution

setting theme tone



Elements of Drama
role/character relationships situation voice

mood/atmosphere audience movement scenes

stage directions props backstage



Drama Scripts 



https://www.teachit.co.uk/primary



Language Awareness and Production



Supporting Material 



Available on our website



Glossary 
Key Vocabulary Lists

Spelling Strategies 
Themed Lessons
Teaching Resources



2. Annual Examination Guidelines

3. Specimen Paper 
The continuous assessment excel sheet will be 

made available in summer 2023.

1. Continuous Assessment Excel Sheet



Planning for 
Teaching and 
Learning English



Communicative Language Teaching

Integrated Skills approach

Assessment for Learning

The Backward Design Process

Bloom’s Taxonomy

Scaffolding



Communicative Language Teaching
• Bringing the outside world into the 

classroom;
• The ability to communicate in 

different settings;
• Fluency and Interaction;
• Authentic and meaningful activities;
• Contextualised language;
• Negotiating and problem-solving



• Practising all language skills in 
conjunction with each other.

• Using language in a natural and realistic 
way.

• Moving from receptive skills to productive 
skills.

• Recycling and revising language already 
taught.

• Increasing learners’ confidence.
• Bringing variety into the classroom. 

Integrated Skills Approach



Assessment for Learning
• Finding out where the learners 

stand in their learning.
• Having clear learning intentions.
• Having clear Success Criteria.
• Maximising thinking opportunities. 
• Giving feedback.
• Providing opportunities for self and 

peer assessment.



The Backward Design Process

• Starting with the Learning 
Outcomes.

• Thinking about the evidence that 
shows that outcomes have been 
reached. 

• Designing activities that allow 
evidence to be collected.



Bloom’s Taxonomy
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Scaffolding
• Helps learners to transition between 

assisted tasks and independent 
performances.

• Provides learners with sufficient guidance 
until the process is learned.

• Removes the support gradually and 
transfers responsibility to the learner.



The English Scheme of Work



• an interpretation of a syllabus
• a plan of action
• a guide to monitor progress
• an organisation of teaching activities 
• a time frame

A Scheme of Work



What lessons should I include?
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Determine the 
Order of Lessons

1. Listening

2. Reading
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The NCF (2012, p31) promotes

“a move away from an exclusively subject-based approach that favours 
fragmentation and compartmentalisation of knowledge to a more cross-

curricular, thematic, inter-disciplinary and collaborative approach that reflects 
real life situations and encourages transfer of skills from one learning area to 

another.”

Using a thematic approach
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Assessment



p.33



TERMLY 
REPORTS

Teachers need to 
report on 

6 LOs

per pupil /

per term.



p.34



Marking Criteria for Speaking

61



Marking Criteria for Writing



EXCEL SHEET 

TO HELP AND SUPPORT 

(Not compulsory but highly recommended)



Ticking
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LV 6.2 I can understand audio-visual texts across a range of genres, 
identifying main ideas, specific information and key words. 

8/10

Total: 16
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Marie Claire Camilleri (Education Officer)
marie-claire.camilleri@ilearn.edu.mt

Mary Jude Camilleri (Head of Department)
mary.jude.camilleri@ilearn.edu.mt

Urieth Attard (Head of Department)
urieth.attard@ilearn.edu.mt
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